
HOW TO DELETE YOUR PERSONAL DATA  
FROM YOUR IN-CAR MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM,  
MyT APP & MY TOYOTA
Why is it important to delete your personal data 
when selling your vehicle?
A range of personal data is registered on your vehicle’s multimedia system, MyT app and My Toyota to 
enable a more convenient driving experience for you, such as saving work address, phone contacts 
and setting up service reminders. In order to keep your personal data secure, we strongly recommend 
that you remove all personal details from your vehicle’s multimedia system, MyT app and My Toyota 
before the vehicle is sold to another person. The following sections will demonstrate the simple steps 
required to remove your personal data from all three platforms.

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

1.  Press the physical ‘Setup’ button on the fascia 
of your multimedia unit  select ‘General’  
select ‘Delete personal data’

2.  Select ‘Delete’ to remove all personal data 
from your multimedia system

3. Select “Yes” 4.  After a few minutes, you should see confirmation 
that the data deletion is completed. Please do 
not turn vehicle off in the meantime

Note: This card is not intended as a replacement for your vehicle’s owner’s manual; which we recommend you refer to for additional details 
and limitations. Toyota accepts no liability for these instructions and/or consequences of any actions taken based on the information provided.

Your multimedia system would normally store information, such as home and work 
address, text messages, call history and login details to My Toyota.

You can remove all information stored in just a few simple steps:

Not applicable to Aygo (as is a Connected Car) and Proace.

Not applicable to Aygo (as is a Connected Car) and Proace.

Not applicable to Aygo (as is a Connected Car) and Proace.

Not applicable to Aygo (as is a Connected Car) and Proace.



MyT APP

1. Open your MyT app

Note: This card is not intended as a replacement for your vehicle’s owner’s manual; which we recommend you refer to for additional details 
and limitations. Toyota accepts no liability for these instructions and/or consequences of any actions taken based on the information provided.

4. Select “Car” tab 5. Select “Delete car” to
delete all your personal data

6. Select “Delete your car” 7. You should see confirmation 
that the vehicle and data 
deletion is now completed

2. Click the Car icon 
and choose the car which 
you would like to have 
personal data removed from

3. Select “Settings” 

When selling your car, it is your responsibility to remove personal data from your MyT app to 
deactivate all Connected Services, as specified in the Terms of Use. You don’t need to delete your 
account, so that any future Toyota vehicles you own can still be added.

Please note that you cannot retrieve your data once it has been deleted. To delete your personal data 
from the MyT app, please follow below simple steps:



MY TOYOTA
When selling your car, it is your responsibility to remove personal data from your My Toyota to 
deactivate all Connected Services, as specified in the Terms of Use. You don’t need to delete your 
account, so that any future Toyota vehicles you own can still be added.

Please note that you cannot retrieve your data once it has been deleted. To delete your personal data 
from My Toyota, please follow below simple steps:

1. Sign in to your My Toyota

Note: This card is not intended as a replacement for your vehicle’s owner’s manual; which we recommend you refer to for additional details 
and limitations. Toyota accepts no liability for these instructions and/or consequences of any actions taken based on the information provided.

2. Select “Owned” tab

3. Click on the (enlarge image) icon       on the vehicle 
which you wish to remove

4. Click on the (menu image) icon 
and select “Remove car”

5. You should see confirmation that the vehicle and 
data deletion is now completed


